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Discerning the Election Rules and Procedures
 ARCHANA DAS, SANKET DABADE, SARAT CHANDRA, SIDDHARDHA SUKKA, SIDDHARTH BHANDARI, SMRITI MITTAL, SUMAN RAO
Do the candidates on election day know how many
votes they are trailing or leading by? What does the
election committee do with a blacklist? How is the
election committee formed? InsIghT probes the facets
which form the hallmark of the even semester - the
Institute General Elections.

The Web Interface

“

Bhai, apna candidate das vote se peeche hai”
The only people who have access to real-time
voting data are the MLC nominee and the Web
Nominee, who have access to the voting statistics
to ensure maximum voting in hostels, as well as to
keep an eye on possible niggles.
There were many who claimed to know the
vote-leads and vote-trails on election day. While
technically candidates (and others) could know of
the vote counts from the nominees, Chief Election
Officer (2013) Ishan Shrivastava thinks it is highly
unlikely. “The two nominees sit only in the DoSA’s
office, and we take care to ensure that no communication goes outside the office. A security personnel
is also present there”

The Blacklist
Each candidate is allowed to list 15 people who s/
he suspects will influence the elections. Contrary
to what most people think, being on the blacklist
doesn’t mean an automatic trip to the SAC jail. Nor
does it mean sure shot pizzas at the SAC jail. Says
Chandra Mouli, GSHA and Election Officer, “Being
on the blacklist simply means that the election team
will keep a close watch on you on the day. You are
still allowed to move freely, but we will be watching
your actions”.

Why should we

judge the candidates
on the basis of how
many wings s/he has
covered? I don’t think
we should promote
any one criterion as
a good criterion for
people to judge" Prof. Gopalan
Ex-Dean SA

Should Online Campaigning be
Banned?
With an almost two-fold increase in student population and the recent decrease in campaigning
time, it has become very difficult to reach out
to the electorate. A past GS candidate anonymously told InsIghT, “We can at best cover about
60% of the wings, that too spending at most 20
odd minutes in a wing. That is if you are brutal
in your stamina to campaign”. In such conditions, it is but natural that ‘polt’ starts having
overbearing significance.
While online campaigning is curbed for the fear
of rampant ‘polt’, it may indeed be the means to
stall the importance of ‘polt’ and increase the
focus on the candidate’s worthiness.
Says Prof Gopalan, ex-Dean, SA: “Why should
we judge the candidates on the basis of how
many wings s/he has covered? I don’t think we
should promote any one criterion as a good criterion for people to judge. If people want to vote
for me since they like my tummy, so be it, we are
no one to judge. Jokes apart, moderated online
campaigning might be a good way to increase
interaction between the students and the candidates. That said, care should be taken to keep
the page internal to the institute. We shouldn’t
wash our linen in public”.
In the open house on elections at IRCC (16th
March), the election commission was presented
with arguments that ‘polt’ is but a function of
large population and how moderated online
campaigning (Facebook/Blogs etc) might be
the way forward to ensure participative and
fair elections. The outgoing commission agreed
to it in principle, leaving it as definite food for
thought to the next commission.

Online Campaigning
When campaign rules were formed decades ago,
there was no need to frame policies for online
campaigning. The most people could do was to
write candidate names on cows and let them roam
the campus, and no one would be any the wiser.
However, with social media growing more and
more central to campaign dynamics, it is the fear of
the unknown which stops us from allowing online
campaigning. “We cannot control what goes online
and what does not. Hence it is best to disallow any
such campaigning”, says Chandra Mouli, GSHA.
“We want candidates to win on the basis of their
hard work during campaigning and not because of
well-honed publicity”. While the election committee conceded that nothing much can be done about
implicit canvassing in the form of likes and statuses, explicit canvassing is heavily frowned upon.

Closed Electorates for Institute Secretaries
An improvisation over the last elections was the introduction of closed electorates for Institute Secretary
posts. The election committee felt that a large number
of these posts directly concern only a small section of
people. The elected GS anyway oversees broader policies. Hence it doesn’t make sense for these candidates
to canvass across the institute. The closed electorate
was hence introduced. For example, the electorate for
the Institute Dramatics Secretary will comprise of the
Institute Cultural Council, and 5 nominees (dramatics)
per hostel chosen by the hostel GSec. The nominees’
credentials are sent to the Election Committee for
approval.

Why aren’t ISHAs and ISAAs elected too?
While the work profile of cultural and sports
secretaries is largely defined by the respective
communities, the same is not the case for ISHA/
ISAA. “The profile there is largely defined by the
elected GS, and the posts themselves are more of an
assisting nature. Hence it makes more sense for the
elected GS to appoint them”, says Abhishek Agarwal
(Monty), GSHA 2011-12 who proposed the system.

How is the election committee formed?
The election committee by default is the team of
outgoing GSs, along with a five nominees (MLC,
Web, Boys, Girls and PGs). There have been concerns across some sections that the GSs themselves
could be biased, and could swing the elections.
What could be the alternatives?
In the 2011 elections, the GS team had partially
opted out, and a team of ISMP representatives
as well as GSes formed the election committee.
However, is then dawned that the GSes, having
been through the process, could best understand
and manage the elections.
Says Ishan Shrivastava (GSAA-UG), “The GSes
still remain the only students in authority who can
understand the election dynamics and manage it.
And while people have voiced concerns about the
enormous influence a GS can wield in an election,
think about how much influence he can wield without guilt if he isn’t even on the election committee”

Vote Penalties
A facet of the elections which are debated and
morphed every year are the rules for vote penalties. Until this year, the vote penalties levied were
never such which swung an election. If there was
such a penalty, then it would be cancelled. This
created a strange paradox: of what use is a penalty
if it cannot change an election at all? Why should
anyone be scared of a penalty?
This year, however, penalties were decided, levied
and conveyed before commencing the vote count.
This lent some semblance of meaningfulness to the
penalty system. Notably, the penalties imposed this
year were much less than those last year. 
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Why Don't We Study at IITB: Part

 KSHITIZ SWAROOP, NIVVEDAN S, SAAZ SAKRIKAR, SAHIL VAIDYA, SIDDHARTH BHANDARI, SOMESH SONTAKKE, TANMAY SRIVASTAVA

As promised in our last issue, we continue our analysis on why students don’t study at IITB, with this article. For
those who missed our last issue, this is a part of a series of articles that InsIghT has been sporting aimed at examining the role that academics plays in undergraduate student life on campus. In the last issue, our focus was on the
pursuit of other passions and its impact on academics while this time we dig into the factors that concern effective
teaching and learning.

Teaching

S

urveys among our students have consistently
shown them to be unhappy with the teaching
at IITB. The last survey conducted by InsIghT
showed that 88% of the respondents feel that one of
the important factors why they don’t study is because
the professors haven’t succeeded in generating
enough interest in their courses. 72% of the respondents also blame the course content for being too
theoretical and lacking an application perspective
making it disinteresting.

“Unfortunately, both
Teaching and Research are
full-time jobs” says Prof.
Shivaprasad, the Dean
Academic Programmes,
“Professors constantly face
that tradeoff. Increased
focus on one would surely
impact the other.”
Teaching vs. Research
One oft-quoted factor is that professors have two
different jobs to perform here - teach and research.
Since the late 1980s, the administration has been
putting a lot of emphasis on the research accomplishments of faculty members. It is also important to note
that research is the most important factor in faculty
recruitment as well as promotion, although course
evaluation is also a component. It’s not hard to see
why it is possible that research could be more interesting while teaching could be relegated to being
one of the unpleasant aspects of the job, for many
professors.

Large Classes
One of the biggest challenges often quoted by professors in recent times is the sudden surge in the
number of students. With a shortage of faculty, this
directly translates to more students per class. The
challenge is further aggravated by the fact that the
increase has not been gradual leaving no time for the
infrastructure or the teachers (and their courses) to
evolve to the change. Only recently has IITB been
able to catch up, at least in terms of infrastructure with the completion of the new Lecture Hall
Complexes.
Realising the gravity of the challenge, the Senate
set up a committee in August 2010 for recommending Norms for Teaching Large Classes.* Apart from
various administrative recommendations like auditing the rule-books of all academic programmes, the
committee also recommended setting up of a Centre
for Effective Teaching methodologies with trained professionals for providing methodological support to the
faculty. The committee recognises the need for such a
centre by noting that training faculty in teaching and
making available consultancy services for teaching is
ever more important as professors no longer are able
to give individual attention as they used to, due to the
large classes.

Variation among faculty
All faculty members aren’t the same - some are
naturally better at teaching and some aren’t; some

are more enthusiastic and some less. A study done
by Prof. Sudhakar shows that course evaluation for
the same course shows huge variation when taken
by different instructors. Conversely, it also shows
remarkably consistent response over years for the
same faculty member. This shows that there is a
scope for improvement among some faculty and
also substantiates the need for a centre for Effective
Teaching in IIT Bombay. See graphs.
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t is extremely easy for the students to blame the
teachers, but the student community too must introspect. InsIghT’s survey results show that 75% don’t
spend any time on academics if there are no upcoming
assignments or exams and 80% of students study less
than 3 hours a week. Why is it that the student body is
so demotivated when it comes to academics?

The Placement Pull
A common theme that arose out of our discussions
with both the faculty and the student body is the
decreasing relevance of subject knowledge in securing good jobs. For most departments, very few good
core companies recruit at IITB. Additionally, real
R&D often does not happen in the Indian offices of
even the best core companies for which we are usually
recruited. Core jobs also often pay far lesser than the

Prof. Ballal eloquently attributes this to the paradigm
shift in the societal power
structure from ‘creators of
wealth (engineers)’ to the
‘managers of wealth’.
multitude of non-core options available. Prof. Ballal
eloquently attributes this to the paradigm shift in
the societal power structure from ‘creators of wealth
(engineers)’ to the ‘managers of wealth’. Students
hence start investing in ‘building their resumes’
according to recruiters' expectations.
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Course Feedback is strongly correlated to the instructor .
Reference: Report by Prof. Sudhakar at the IFM, 2010

A lot of freshmen get carried away with the glitz
and glamour of extra-curricular activities and can
be easily misled by ‘machau’ seniors to believe that
success in extracurriculars and positions of responsibility can more than make up for poor academics in
the placement context.

Slides as a teaching standard
As the committee also observes, slides are as a very
effective way to reduce the effort of the faculty in
repeated offerings of courses. When the uploaded
slides have all the content, it could make the lectures
entirely superfluous making students feel that there
is no value addition to them attending classes. Many
students want to revert to traditional blackboard
teaching which is both effective and interactive and
feel that slides should be used merely to augment it.

Our Observations
B

ased on our research for the article, we at
InsIghT make the following observations:

1.

Need for improved course content
The surveyed students complained that their courses
never teach them practical applications, something
worsened by out-of-date labs and inadequately trained
TAs. They said they have no idea of the bigger picture
as regards to their curriculum. Many courses are also
archaic in their scope, involve very little hands-on
work (too theoretical) and not very challenging - leading to students studying them mechanically for the sole
purpose of grades.

2.

3.

Changing role of a teacher
As Prof. Dhamdhere notes, “With the advent of the
Internet, students have better access to facts than what
a professor would be able to provide in a class and the
role of a teacher has reduced to merely being a facilitator. If lectures just cover the contents of a textbook, it
makes a teacher’s role superfluous. Lectures should be
planned in such a way that they try to develop a strong
conceptual base in students rather than give out facts.
I should emphasise the need for students to develop the
ability to think critically.” 

4.

5.

As recommended by the senate committee, a
Centre for Pedagogy is crucial for improving the
overall teaching standards at IIT Bombay. MIT,
for instance, has had a huge success with its
Teaching and Learning Laboratory.
A mentoring platform for faculty could be set-up
by the institute for the senior faculty to mentor
the new faculty. The faculty members who’re
relatively inexperienced at teaching would benefit greatly from this.
Professor-student interactions outside lectures
are non-existent for most of the students. As a
person who has been in the field for many years,
a professor could be a much better academic
mentor for a student than any senior student
could possibly be. There should be proactive
steps from both the professors and the students
to try to bridge the gap.
The Institute Student Mentor Programme (ISMP)
can play a crucial role in instilling the right
academic culture in freshmen, including a strong
sense of academic ethics.
A Continuous evaluation pattern should be followed to curb the menace of the “4 days a sem”
study. The performance of students in the quizzes

* InsIghT has been following up with Professors Sudhakar and Dhamdhere who were a part of this committee on the progress of its recommendations.

2 Teaching and Learning issues
No conducive environment
Nearly 69% of the students felt that no space for a
table and a chair in their hostel rooms and the loss of
privacy and increased disturbance caused by shared
accommodation up till their penultimate year reduces
both the quantity and quality of their studies. Many
students also stated that Facebook, movies, etc.
distract them from academics.

Lack of interest in core branch
A lot of students end up in branches that they are
completely disinterested in owing to the dogmatic
way in which most fill their JEE preferences - a product of insufficient orientation and societal pressures.

Easy to get a ‘decent’ grade
A whopping 75% of the students reported that the
fact that they feel that they can get a decent grade
even by studying for a night prior to the exam greatly
reduces their enthusiasm to study every day. Many
of our survey respondents expressed that a possible
marginal increment in the grade due to a lot of extra
study is just not worth it.

A whopping 75% of the
students reported that the
fact that they feel that they
can get a decent grade
even by studying for a
night prior to the exam
The fact that students feel that our exams today can
enable them to ‘get by’ with such little preparation
is something that is extremely alarming in an institute of our standard and should be investigated by
instructors. It is imperative that both the course and
the examination are challenging enough to require
students to put in at least the required number of
‘credit’ hours every week. 

What has IITB been doing?

T

here have been efforts in this regard by various concerned faculty since 2010 when Prof.
Sudhakar (Aerospace Engg.) took it upon himself to survey students, professors and analyse the
courses and course-feedback within his department.
He reported that 39% felt that their lack of interest
in academics was teaching or faculty related. This
presentation was made at the IFM (Institute Faculty
Meet), 2010. He was able to statistically show that the
oft repeated complaint ‘students are not as good as
they used to be’ may, in fact, be incorrect. This data
also showed that the teaching methodology employed
by faculty made an impact on the course. He also
identified that IITB lacked in training professors in
pedagogy (the science of education).

Later the same year, Professors Sethi (CESE),
Sudhakar and Pandey (SOM) made a presentation at
the Faculty Academic and Research Meet (FARM).
They collected the opinions of many professors
and students about their motivation, ethics, and
subject knowledge of UG students. Based on this,
they mainly attributed the lack of motivation to the
failure by faculty in creating enough interest in the
core branch and students seeing a future in nonengineering sector. Other factors pointed out were
large class sizes coupled with poor infrastructure,
and that academic excellence is not well rewarded.
The fact that students also consistently had uniformly
poor ethical standards is also a huge impediment to

GuruCool

W

e wanted to showcase some unique methods that professors employ to make their
course interesting and possibly add to the
coolness factor. Our execution panel asked around
among their friends for some “cool” professors/
courses and asked to identify what differentiates
them. Although it was non-exhaustive and very
informal, a lot of names popped up repeatedly. People
were asked to write about the respective professors/
courses. We have randomly selected three writeups
for this print issue. Do watch out for more on our
website very soon!

Swati Patankar, BS 403 (Molecular biology)

6.

7.

8.

during the beginning part of a course should be
formative (i.e) should guide the design of the rest
of the course, rectifying the difference in expectations of the instructor and the students, if any.
Students also express privacy concerns for their
marks and grades, where public disclosure could
lead to demotivation of the students in the lower
rungs. Instructors and TAs could use the individual grading feature on moodle instead of making
everyone’s scores public.
Although the administrative and technical
support has improved greatly with the LHC,
instructors still complain of technical problems.
Active care should be taken to ensure that
incidents which disrupt the class activity such as
failure of Audio/Video equipments, Air conditioning, etc. are avoided.
TAs must be sufficiently trained in the course
content/teaching before they are allowed to assist
a course. Evaluation for TAs should be performed
alongside the present course evaluation for
professors. Teaching awards for TAs can also be
instituted.

There is scope for a lot of for work and we do have long
way to go, but it is about time we started treading that
path actively with renewed enthusiasm. 

References:

-Mayank Boob
This is an introductory course for the MSc
Biotechnology students, and is also part of a
Biosciences Minor for UG students. Instead of teaching the theory as facts and concepts, Prof. Patankar
asks us to design experiments to resolve the historical
questions related to DNA. She then shows us the actual
experiment that had solved the question, the data from
it, and how else it could have been interpreted.
Students with not much prior biology experience also
enjoy the course because of the unique examination
format. Quizzes are based on research papers where
students are asked to, for example, show which
data points on a curve support a certain hypothesis.
Midsem and endsem questions require us to design
experiments to test new hypotheses. All in all, it is a
unique course in that it is challenging as well as fun.

Prof. Parag Chaudhuri (CSE)

- Neehar Jathar
Prof. Parag Chaudhuri teaches Computer Graphics both the basic and advanced courses. Although one
may argue that graphics is fun by itself, it still takes
a lot to keep people interested for 90 minutes in the
middle of the afternoon. Prof Chaudhuri’s lectures
effortlessly mingle mathematics and movies, keeping students hooked to the lecture. However, he can
be equally indignant about someone not doing their
homework or someone having not seen Ratatoullie.

1. Student Survey by InsIghT, Autumn 2012
2. Discussion and Presentations made in the Forum for Academic Culture (FAC)
3. Webpage for FAC (http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/~dmd/academic_culture.html)

education - something the institute isn’t sufficiently
addressing.
The issue of large class sizes raised both by students and
faculty was taken up by the IITB senate in the same year.
The next spurt of activity on this front happened in
January of this year, with the InsIghT article
occurring concurrently with the very first brainstorming session for the Forum for Academic Culture (FAC)
conceptualized by Prof. Dhamdhere. His presentation
examines how student de-motivation, large class size,
extra-curricular distractions and ineffective teaching lead to a spiral of apathy from both students and
faculty. He feels that student de-motivation is partly due
to uninteresting courses, and that studying the night
before exams is sufficient for most courses. He suggested that to make teaching effective, professors must
find innovative ways to encourage group learning.
The FAC, formed after this meeting, held its first
public event, focusing on Teaching and Learning in
Mathematics courses. An expert seminar on Creating
effective learning environments was also conducted by
Mr. Yogesh Velankar, a PhD in Engineering Education
from Purdue University. A faculty writeup series on
teaching ideas and experiences is also planned for the
coming months. The FAC solicits active participation
from both the students and the faculty. 

His knowledge of computer games and indeed his
passion for the same ensures that students are able to
connect well with him. To top it all, he holds an animated movie competition where winners receive tickets
to a movie of their choice. The Bottom-line - If you are
looking for a ‘cool’ professor, look no further!

Prof. UK Ananthavardhanan (Mathematics)

- Sabareesh C
We had ~10 classes of his in a half-sem course, Complex
Analysis (MA 205). I can scarcely remember a moment
in these 15 hours when I felt disinterested, or even
bored. And I am talking about classes in PCSA!
His exams were gems! The day before the endsem, he
released the question paper with a very small portion
of each question blanked out. We thought we were in
for an easy exam until we realized just how difficult he
still could make the paper. Not difficult - challenging.
And fun too. He tested us in a variety of question patterns over the half sem, and each held its own. It's not
in every course that you see that even the student who
scored a DD appreciates the course as much as the one
who scored an AP.
Add to it all, he knows more than half the class
personally, and takes special interest in answering
doubts outside classes (and in class too, of course). He
is also a very cheerful guy to talk to, and has been a
great mentor/guide in my case. A genius, he knows
just how each concept he teaches applies in the
practical world, and he thoroughly enjoys discussions
with students, all of which hint at how vast his knowledge is. He was recently selected for the Excellence
in Teaching Award. No surprises there!

Have you had professors who have used sneaky but
cool techniques to keep you rooted to your seats or
make you want to wake up at 8:30 just for that one
class? Do you know of some methods that a professor
of yours adopted that you wish every other professor also does? Do tell us! Send in your writeups to
insight@iitb.ac.in 
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for different
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Subcommittee's
for Knowledge
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Kshitij.
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STUDENT SENATE
Book Club
E-Cell
Prayas
Yoga and Meditation
Vivekananda Samiti

PRESIDENT

GS
Social and Cult.
Subcommittee's
for different
genres(Dram, Lit,
Film,Photography,
Fine Arts, Modelling
etc),Spring Fest.

STUDENT
FORUM

GS
Tech.
Aero-Modelling Club
Astronomy Club
Brain Group
Business Club
Electronics Club
Gliding Group
HAM Group
Programming Group
Robotics Club
Robocon Group
Rubik's Cube Club
SAE Group
Science Coffee House

GS
Film &
Media
Animation Club
Design Club
Film Club
Photography
Club
Vox Populi
Newsletter
Yearbook
IITK Radio

GS
Cult.
Dance Club
Dramatics Club
Fine Arts Club
Literary Club
Music Club
Quiz Club

GS
Sports
Institute Sports
Teams
Adventure Club
Chess Club
Skating Club
Taekwondo

SENATORS
(These senators are in addition to the club members specified above )

Elected members
of Gymkhana ie
Vice President and
the General
Secretaries.

Hall Presidents,
Second Senate
Members and Hall
Gen Secs.

President and
General Secretary of
each Department

STUDENT º SENATE

VICEPRESIDENT

Undergraduate
Student Rep.
Post Graduate
Student Rep.
Research Scholars
Rep.
.

Hall Presidents of
all the halls.

Second Senate
Members of all the
halls (Similar to a
Warden Nominee).

You can find a lot of similarities of IITK's structure with the Indian
Parliamentary Democracy. The MP's are similar to the Senators. Just like
the standing committee's of the Parliament, the senate also has standing
committee's for Hostel Affairs, Academic Affairs, Placements, Rules and
Procedures, Finance etc. Every committee has representation from senate
and any member of senate can choose to be a part of any committee

The number of senators in each batch shall be at the rate of one
senator for every one hundred students rounded off to a non-zero
integer. These senators can pitch for almost anything - be it changing
library timings, proposing a food stall, proposing start of internal bus
transport etc

Mid Term Elections take place to elect first year senators, both from
UG and PG Communities. Any person can run for any post. There is
no restriction on eligibility like spending x semesters in the institute

Various Clubs under each General Secretary have a Coordinator
who is appointed after interviews by the GS and ex-coordinators
and any senator is free to attend the interview process.

Students' Senate meets atleast
thrice a semester
Students' Forum meets atleast
twice a semester.
Every hostel has a Gen Sec Maint,
Gen Sec Mess, Gen Sec Sports,
Gen Sec Cult, Gen Sec Tech etc.
below the Hall President.

Students' Court : Along with the DOSA,
the Vice President and a standing panel of
nominees of the student senate are part of
the student court. Cases of severe breach of
conduct or severe violation of the constitution
by an Office bearer/individual/hall shall be
referred to the President, who may refer the
case to the Student Court.

The two fests will be organized by the Vice
President and the respective General
Secretaries who will be aided by a Core
Committee. The Core Team heads are
nominated by the General Secretaries in
consultation with a Steering Committee of
around 15 students who are a part of the
Core Team for the previous year's fest.

The senate convenes almost every
month. To convene the meetings, a
convener is elected from within the
senate.
The voting for the President, General
Secretaries and the Senators is
'Preferential Voting' unlike the one
man one vote voting.

The standing committee of Hostel
Affairs comprises of the President, The
Hall Presidents, Mess Secretaries of
every Hall of Residence and two senators as senate nominees. The standing
committee of Academic Affairs
comprises of the President, DUGC
Convenors (two from each dept.) and 4

student senate representatives. DUGC
has around 4-8 profs and 2 elected
department representatives.
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bodies across Institutes

 ABHINAND AB, ISHAN RAKSHIT, KARMA TSHERING, PRAKHAR SINGH, RAHUL MAGANTI, SIBAPRASAD MOHANTY

IIT M

º

IIT D

SAC

SPEAKER
DY. SPEAKER

17

11

UG
Branch
Councillors

27

PG
Branch
Councillors

Hostel Affairs Secretary
Responsible for
the Maintenance of
Hostels, Messes,
Hospital, Canteen,
Transport and Security

CCAS
Cultural
Affairs Secretary - Lit
Responsible for all the
literary events like debate,
elocution,quizzes, dramatics
and writing events.

CAS

CAS

RAS

AAS

Academic Affairs Secretary
Should effectively represent
the views of the Student Body
on matters related
to academic courses and
curriculum

3

First Yr.
Class
Councillors

Research Affairs Sceretary
Should effectively represent
the views of research
community on matters
related to academic research.

Co-Curricular
Affairs Secretary
Responsible for Technical
and Social Events and the
Tech-Soc Inter Hostel Trophy.

Saarang, the cultural festival
of IIT Madras is headed by the

DU Student Body Structure

Board of Student Welfare
General Secretary,
Mentoring, Counselling,
Three Secretaries,
Welfare and Loan Schemes, Speranza. Two Representatives
from each hostel (23).

Board for Sports Activities
All Sports Activities,
Inter Hostels GC, Inter IIT, NSO

General Secretary,
Dy. General Secretary,
Captains and Vice
Captains of Institute
Teams of all sports,
Club Secretaries of all
sports, Hostel Sports
Secretaries.

Board for Hostel Management
Hostel Management, BHM Employers,
Students Canteens, Students Week,
NCC, NSS.

General Secretary,
House Secretaries ofHostels,
Mess Secretaries of Hostels,
Maint Secretaries of Hostels.

Board for Recreational & Cultural
Activities
Cult Clubs, GCs, Rendezvous,
SPICMACAY

General Secretary,
President of the Clubs,
Secretaries of the Clubs.

Board for Student Publications
Literary and Publishing Activities,
Campus Rumpus, Magazine,
Literati

General Secretary,
Three Chief Editors (One
each for English, Hindi
and Production), Nine Editors
( Three for English, three for
Hindi and the rest three for
production, publicity, art,
design and photography )

GENERAL SECRETARY
Co-Curricular & Academic
Interaction
Cultural
Affairs Secretary - Art
Responsible for all the
artistic events like Music,
Fine Arts and Photography

The Executive Wing Members don't have the
right to vote in a SAC Meeting, but are requested
to attend every SAC Meeting. The SAC Meeting
convenes over the policy decisions in the institute
and the Executive Wing executes these decisions.
Students with CPI > 7 can contest for a post.

Shastra, the technical festival of IIT
Madras is headed by the CCAS and
under him are Core Team Members
followed by Coordinators and
Volunteers.

SAC

GENERAL
SECRETARY
SAC

Student General
Secretary
Head of the Executive
Wing. Coordinates work
of all executives

HAS

SGS

Hostel
Secretaries

º

couple of CAS (Lit and Arts) and under
him are Core Team Members followed
by Coordinators and Volunteers.
Almost all the Executive Members
(except one or two) are elected
unanimously. This has been the
trend for the past couple of years.

UG Student
Community
Couple of representatives from
each branch
making it 22.

PG Student
Community
Couple of
representatives
from each branch
making it 23 (MBA
has only one )

Two Representatives
from each of the four
Genres, making it 8.
Automobile Club,
Robotics Club.
Entrepreneurship and
Development Cell,
Technocracy.

A student can hold any number
of POR's at a time, except for
the post of General Secretaries.
Students with CPI > 7 can
contest for a post.
The whole student community never comes
together to vote for a single post. The reason is
the high intensity hostel rivalry and their strength
ranges from 200 to 900, which is not a even
playground for the contesting candidates. The
electorate for the top positions at the hierarchy is
the incoming and the outgoing committees.

Entering
Delhi University
into the hallowed
comprises
precincts
of around
of
'the
80 colleges,
best university
each of
having
India' it's
youown
can'telecsuppress
tion for it's
thestudent
feeling ofcouncil.
awe. Truckloads
Although
of
every
students
college
thronging
has it'sinto
ownthe
student
metro
station
body structure
screamingalmost
namesall
that
have
are yet
unfamiliar.
cultural clubs
These
fornames
dance,
would
dramatics,
rise to the
upper
debate,
echelons
literaryofevents,
Indian politics
photography
in a few
years.
etc. These
You could
clubsmistake
elect their
this place
heads
for our
beloved
(they call
college
thembut
conveners)
for the number
internally;
of
women
conveners
here.do
One
most
of the
of the
salient
work
reasons
for
for
thesuch
clubenergy
like holding
and enthusiasm
festivals,during
meettheir
ings,election
preparing
season
for competitions
is due to presence
etc.
of
Above
political
theparties;
conveners
BJP and
areCongress
the Jointhave
secretary,
their student
Secretary,
wings,
Vice-President
ABVP and NSUI
respectively
and President.
vying
These
for the
four
topoverview
posts. Very
often
all ofthese
the cultural
parties activities
resort to 'last
in the
option
aggressive
college, they
tactics'
form
leading
the core
to several
commitcases
tee for
of their
intimidations
college and
festivals
threats.
andIt hold
is
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an advisory
said thatrole
Delhi
in University
all culturalelections
related
are
activities.
representative
These four
of national
members
elections.
are
Delhi
chosen
University
through
comprises
an openof
election,
around 80
colleges,
now justeach
because
having
these
it's own
elections
election
are
for
restricted
it's student
to acouncil.
collegeEach
doesn't
college
mean
has
several
they are
clubs
anywith
lessmost
fervently
of their
contested
work
being
for. There
takenhave
care been
of by conveners.
enough cases
Above
of
the
misappropriation
conveners are the
ofJoint-secretary,
funds, bullying,
Secretary,
manhandling,
Vice-President
rallying and
and protesting
President.
They
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also form
that
thecollege
core committee
posts are not
for
ones
their
tocollege
be trifled
festivals
with.and hold an
advisory role in all cultural related activities.
Aside
These
from
four
themembers
college student
are chosen
body
through
Delhi University
an open election,
has a central
now just
students
because
body called
thesethe
elections
Delhi University
are restricted
Student
Union
(henceforth
to
a college
doesn't
mean theyDUSU).
are any
They
are responsible
less
fervently
contestedfor
for.conductThere have
ing debates,
lectures,
discussions,
been
enough cases
of misappropriation
cultural
competitions,
indoor games,
of
funds, bullying,
manhandling,
rallying
fieldprotesting
trips, social
relief activities,
and
and
to suggest
that college
organizing
groups,
cooperaposts
are notstudy
ones to
be trifled
with.
tives,from
fundthe
raising
activities
the
Aside
college
studentfor
body
needy
etc. In essence
a glorified
Delhi
University
has a central
students
NGO.called
The DUSU
comprises
of Student
a
body
the Delhi
University
Union
President,
(henceforth
Vice-President,
DUSU). The
Secretary
DUSU has
aand
committee
Joint-Secretary
presidingsimilar
over alltoactivithe
ties
college
in thestudents
Universitybody.
calledTheir
the Central
comCouncil
mitments
(henceforth
lie mainly
CC),
in the
completing
CC holds
supreme
the above
authority
outlined
over
tasks,
all University
manifesto
activities.
points if Like
any,national
and election
politics
promises
working
in(hah).
the CC
These
is an posts
exercise
can
in be
brinksmanship,
contested
often
by anyone
consensus
in the
over
university
events and
barring
festivals
issome
not reached
exceptional
due tocases
a conflict
given
ofin
interest
their
among
constitution.
various DUSU members, since
these members can be from different
political parties. Getting funding for
events, identifying and troubleshooting
problems becomes a hard task
because of the diffused
nature of the
University.

Rendezvous and SPIC-MACAY are taken care
by Board for Recreational and Cultural Activities
(BRCA). Under the General Secretary, BRCA is a tier of
Coordinators, Organizers and Volunteers.
Speranza is conducted by Board for Student Welfare
(BSW). Under the General Secretary, BSW is a tier of
Coordinators, Organizers and Volunteers.
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We are the Champions - An Inter-IIT Saga
 ABHISHEK KHANNA, AYUSH MISRA, KSHITIJ JAIN, NIYATI JHAMARIA

T

he IITB contingent was terribly awaiting Inter
IIT 2012, which was held at Roorkee, mainly
because we had lost the last one to our arch
rivals, IIT Madras by the narrowest margin ever. The
contingent witnessed a marked drop in the number
of UG freshmen which was compensated enough
by some of the most talented incoming PG freshers.
With players viz. Aijaz, ace striker of the footer team,
Jaidev Shenoy (Badminton), Divya Taparia (TT) and
Allan (Basketball) we were confident of putting up a
good show at Inter IIT this year. The girls contingent
also saw a number of new entrants in various teams
and were aiming for nothing less than gold, especially
considering that we had already secured 2nd position
at Aquatics Inter IIT this October.
Anurag Sharma from the volleyball team and
Kuldeep Meena from the Hockey team were jointly
appointed as Contingent Leaders (CLs) for the tournament. We had lost Inter IIT last year by a narrow
margin of 0.2 points after having been controversially placed 14th out of 16 IITs in the March Past.
Leaving no margin for error, the CLs left no stone
unturned in our preparations for March Past this
year. Even so, securing 2nd position in the March
Past this year was a pleasant surprise. The home
team, IIT Roorkee, was awarded the 1st position
(it is a common norm for the judges to award their
home team maximum points in March Past). Since
it is also alleged that other IITs usually follow an
“Anti IITB judging policy”, the 2nd position in the
March Past was a blessing in disguise for us. Our
contingent celebrated it as if we had won the Inter
IIT trophy!

League of Extraordinary Players
Since most of our teams were seeded, they had
it easy since they were pitched against unseeded
teams or the new IITs. However, the men’s table
tennis team were slightly worried with IIT KGP,
Roorkee and Guwahati being in their pool. The
footer team also didn’t have it any easier with IITD,
rated as one of the strongest teams, being in their
pool. All other teams did not have any major threats
in their pools and they smoothly glided through to
the next round. The table tennis team, however, had
to struggle a bit to beat IIT KGP (3-2). The footer
team having lost (1-0) to IITD were successful in
qualifying to the next round having defeated IIT
Ropar (1-0). A player from IIT Ropar met with a
strong collision with one of our players on the field,
dislocating his shoulder badly. Displaying good
sportsmanship, his teammates forfeited the match
to show condolences for their teammate’s injury.
IITB were declared the winners.
Barring our basketball and TT teams, who had to
struggle a bit in the League Stage against difficult
opponents before progressing to the next round, all
other girls teams advanced to the knockout rounds
fairly easily. Pratima and Manita from basketball
drove their team to victory, while Niyati from the
table tennis team defeated the gold winning IIT
Guwahati team.

The Quarterly Experiences
Not surprisingly, all our men’s teams had qualified
for the quarters. The most awaited match in this stage
was the footer match against IIT Madras. Any match
between us and IIT Madras is like an India-Pakistan
cricket match - you’d rather die than lose! Amongst
severe anti-cheering (cheering happens rarely, everyone prefers demotivating the opponent) the ball was
possessed by our team for a long time, before Aijaz’s
shoot from outside the long D curled its way through
the air and passed by the goalkeeper to hit the net. We
were leading 1-0! Our defense made sure that this was
the score till the final whistle, and that IITM’s aspirations for a gold in footer were quashed.

One of the most spectacular matches witnessed
this year was when our basketball team player IIT
KGP. For almost three quarters of the game we were
trailing by about 10 points. Having made a strong
comeback in the final quarter, our players were
successful in securing match winning points in the
last 10 seconds of the game. Sophomore Hrishikesh
Kulkarni and Krishna and Allan from SOM were
the star players of this match.
Having secured a mammoth score of 126 in a T20
match with IIT Roorkee, wherein we had made 22
runs in the initial 7 overs, was rather unexpected.
As if this wasn’t enough, IITR lost the match
having scored merely 50 runs without losing a
single wicket! Kudos to our bowlers! Table Tennis,
lawn tennis, hockey, squash and badminton teams
breezed through this stage. Unfortunately, our
volleyball team had to face an early exit from the
tournament after losing to IIT Roorkee, the best
volleyball team at Inter IIT.
The first breakthrough came with our weightlifters
winning the overall gold in weightlifting on just
the 3rd day of Inter IIT! Suraj Sahoo, weightlifting
secy., and Sumit Bhagat won gold in their respective
events. This was a huge contribution as it lead to
IITB dominating the points tally by a huge margin.
It was all smiles in our girls contingent as all teams
except badminton made it to the semifinals.

Latter Stage of the Tournament
Owing to the win at the Aquatics Inter IIT (thanks
to Lambi, Repaka, Panda and others) and the
exceptional performance by the weightlifting team,
IITB was leading until the last stages of the tournament. Not accustomed to the freezing cold climate
in Roorkee, our athletes faced numerous difficulties
including some injuries. Coupled with allegedly
biased decisions, the athletics team lost to the
defending champions and finished second. Even in
adverse conditions, our fifthie KK won a gold medal
in Javelin throw. Pruthvi Kavethi secured a medal
in all his events.
At the end of day 6, our athletes were trailing by 13
points to Kanpur, with only three events remaining- 400m hurdles, 200m finals and 4×100m relay.
The only way we could win the overall championship was to win all of them, and to hope that
Kanpur loses all of them. This was not a very
realistic expectation as athletes from Kanpur
were performing exceptionally well and a baton
rarely gets dropped in a relay. In a miracle that
followed, Pruthvi won the gold in 400m hurdles,
Samarth defeated Kanpur’s best athlete to bag a
gold in the 200m event. And to our rather unexpected delight, one of Kanpur’s athletes dropped
his baton after leading the first 100 meters in the
relay! Unfortunately, the story didn’t end as we
had expected. Though we defeated Kanpur in
the relay, our injured athletes couldn’t secure the

first position. They lost to Madras and secured the
second position.
Making things more interesting, all our teams
except TT, hockey and lawn tennis exited the
tournament post semifinals. With our promising
teams like football, basketball and cricket getting
knocked out in a single day, the remaining squad
(TT, tennis and hockey) were put under immense
pressure with all the hopes of us winning resting on
their performance.
Our girls team also seemed to have run out of luck
with the basketball, tennis, TT and volleyball teams
getting eliminated in the semifinals. Ketki Kulkarni
(a part of both TT and tennis team for the past three
years) and Archana Gulgulia from tennis and Rajni
Meena from volleyball team gave in all they had, but
fell short at the crucial points of the games.
The girls athletics team consisting of Swati,
Aishwarya (freshie), Pranjali and Archita
Dungdung demonstrated their finesse on the final
day, by securing the first position in the 4x100 m
relay helping the girls athletics team secure an
overall 2nd position. On the final day, our girls contingent finished 2nd best to IIT Roorkee.

The Winning Moments
In an epic match against IIT Madras, with a lot of
anti cheering, our TT team defeated them 3-2. IITM
had been winning gold in TT for the last 6 years.
Kshitij Jain, the TT player of the tournament,
defeated both their players 3-0. Divya and Neehar,
captain of the TT team, played their matches exceptionally well to beat the arch rivals. We defeated
Kanpur in the finals by 3-1 to win gold in TT after
6 years. We had won almost all the bronze medal
matches to secure at least an overall 2nd position!
The following day our tennis team won the finals
against IIT- KGP. Nishanth Dikkala, tennis secy.,
defeated their best player in singles in straight sets
and wrapped up the doubles match (paired with
Akash Jangid) even more effortlessly. Our tennis
team had won the gold, and more importantly, we
had won the overall championship! The environment was euphoric with the IITB anthem “ Mr Lova
Lova” echoing from all sides of the IIT Roorkee
campus. For the hockey finals our team was pitted
against IITM. Having scored a goal in almost every
match previously, the team had huge expectations
from Anand Singh. Maybe it just wasn’t our day
afterall. Though we lost the finals 2-0, our players acknowledged IITM’s excellence on the field.
Although at that moment, losing that match didn’t
specifically dishearten the contingent. Having
displayed an exceptional performance, we had won.
We were the champions! 
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A Trip to the Poltry Farm

 AYUSH KANODIA, MANOJ REDDY NIMMANAPALLI, SIDDHARTH BHANDARI

Poltry Farmer Interview
How many people are you?
We are a secret congregation of two sophies, two
thirdies, two fourthies, a fifthie and alumnus.
Which year are you?
2 2 za 4. 2 3 za 6. 6 plus 2 8. EIGHT. We are eight
people.

Election Ethics Senti Junta
There is this large section of "ethically sound" students, who wish to assert their status quo of
being apolitical. For them, it is a duty to vote by careful examination of individual manifestos.
The reality: most commit their votes for the ones who impress them most during campaigning or ground work. The essential attributes, they claim, requisite in any candidate vary form
communication skills, fundae given (this one’s for freshers), confidence and the ability to
respond convincingly to on the spot questions, and importantly, the “enthu” to work. This is
often brought about by the extent to which they are critical of the system, and more so, by the
number of initiatives inscribed in bold on their manifestos. Feasibility is often sidelined.

What is the inspiration behind poltry farmer?
It was the year 1984. I was peacefully sleeping after
a hard day's work of feeding the pigs, milking the
cattle and culling the chicken. Suddenly, I heard
noises. Alarmed, I went to the barn to investigate.
"Dekh lena bhai, andon ki vote toh humaare taraf hi
girni chahiye", someone whispered. "Napoleon bhai,
ande toh sirf humaari sunte hai, mentors ki bhi nahi
sunte. Aap befikr raho, ab suaron pe dhyaan do.
15-16 toh tumhara hai". Life on the Poltry Farm was
never the same anymore.
Is there any motive to poltry farmer apart from
humour?
Humour? NO. We report the truth. We identify the
power lines and expose them for you, at great risk to
our team.

Easily Influenced Junta
A fairly more “vulnerable” class of voters corresponds to those who end up voting for a candidate
for one or both of the following reasons: The candidate is from their home city/state, or speaks
the same regional language as himself. At times, seniors, and this is especially for freshies,
unduly influence juniors to vote for a particular candidate. There’ve been instances of seniors
“locking” entire freshie wings into a room and “advising” them on the best candidate. “Reliable”
friends are also sought for giving the right advice, and at times, baits like PORs, recommendations, tutorial help have also worked.

How do you think of these names?
(Laughs) You guys like 'em? They are the best part.
We sit around, play with a few names. The most
fun names can never be printed for their sheer perverseness. We go on, until we find a good morph.
Usually takes about 180 seconds per name minus the
laughing/backslapping.
How do you decide what to write upon?
It just comes to one of us. Sometimes, people send us
ideas. To people who are reading this: We really
really appreciate the goodmail you send. Please
ramp up the ideamails too. Maybe people don't risk
sending us an idea without a fake account. And are
too lethargic to make a fake account.
Why not pick other general frivolous aspects of insti
life and make spoofs on them too?
Yeah, why not.

Polt Junta
A set of voters, which progressively increases in cardinality with years spent in the institute,
believe (or are made to) that their influence is essential to the candidate’s victory. They leave no
stone unturned in spreading the word about their candidate. We call it polt. A large section does
it out of personal obligation, and juniors do it so that they have “contacts” with the campus “elite”.
They aim to project themselves as the gentry at whose thoughts their peers must feel nothing but
envy. As for the candidates, if they could, they would turn everyone they know into one of these
kind, preaching about their divine qualities and how perfect they would be for their posts.

Idealistic, Indifferent or Lazy Junta

You wrote a post regarding shutting down. What
made you come back?
Interesting story. There is this one person who we
were in touch through BCC mails. He, of course,
didn't know who we were. Through this guy, the current GSs asked us to shut down. And we did. After
all, we are students and we have higher priorities.
Soon, we started getting wave after wave of support
mail. We also realised that there was no grounds for
accusations against us, even if in the rare occasion
that we got caught. We were behaving quite responsibly despite being anonymous. So we downsized the
team, cut out loose middlemen who go blab to people,
regrouped, refreshed, and
started again. Expect much more from this peaceful
nook in the countryside.

Last in the strata are the ones who neither vote nor support anyone. Every time, a minute
fraction of students, who consider themselves to be unethical if they vote for someone
as long as they don't have a clear idea of the elections, decide not to cast their vote. Then
there is this class of students who simply vote for anybody on the basis of a casual word
of praise or a minute long phone call on the election day, which convinces them to vote in
the first place. Meanwhile there are always ones who are lazy enough to not to go to their
computer rooms and vote, or the localites who stay put, or the ones who feel they (or even
Elections in general) are insignificant!

Note: The interview with poltry farmer was done over an email. His identity is not known to InsIghT or anyone associated with this article. The article is a humorous take on status quo and is not meant to
hurt anyone's sentiments.
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 PRAKHAR SINGH, ROHIT NIJHAWAN, SAURABH VASHIST, SMRITI MITTAL, YASH TAMBAWALA

What are we Trying to do?
The on-campus recruitment process at IITB has a lot
of critics from students as well as alumni. Here, we
look at a few allegations levelled against the placement process and whether the process works in the
best interest of students. As part of the preparation
for the article, we floated a survey among the alumni
and also collated informed opinions and anecdotal
evidence from sections of the student and alumni
community. Our article will try to critically understand the flaws in the present system and what can
be the possible solutions. We want this article to be
taken in the positive spirit by the student community
as well as the Placement Team which does try its
best to deliver a great placement season.

The job I was doing never
matched my skill set and
expectations. Everyday
work was all mechanical, boring and not even
slightly intellectually
engaging. - An Alumnus
The Feeling of Being 'Left Out'
A fifth year Dual Degree student in Electrical
Engineering dept. speaks out on the process which
recurs each year.

“Ideally, a person who has decided on a particular job profile should not be deterred whether the
company arrives on Day 2 or Day 9. But, unfortunately such kind of single minded focus on
one particular job profile is rare to find. In fact,
a friend of mine who had a great profile and had
zoomed in on a Day 7 company, chose a Day 2
job over it because he didn’t want to be "left out".”
It is something which is never discussed yet happens behind closed doors. One of the prime reasons
behind the frustration predominant among students
who don’t get placed till Day 4 or 5 is social perception. A fourth year student says,

“It wasn’t clearly evident but I certainly felt those
vibes. There was a difference in the way people
talked to you and the sympathy for me in their
voices disgusted me. That sympathetic voice
in a way reflected the way people looked down
upon others getting placed a little late. A word
of advice for everyone is to not judge anyone
based on their day of placement. In such desperate times, a huge source of relief were my true
friends who always helped me.”

Categorizing Companies
An alumnus placed in an E-Commerce startup writes,

“The company had come in on the 2 nd day
though there were many other better and more
reputed companies in this sector offering the
same or greater package, till day 4. This company comes out for its first placement season
in IITB and gets a slot on day 2 slot 1 which is
rubbish. I think placement cell should decide
slots based on if the company deserves the spot
it is asking for.”
So, what is the right way of deciding which slot and
day a company deserves? Mayank, an alumnus of
the CSE Department believes that there is definite
bias against particular companies. He writes,

“Yes there is prejudice. Certain companies have
less leverage and hence are not competing on a fair

How the placement process works every year?
Standing on the threshold between the academic and professional life, the Placement Cell acts as a support
system for the students. The procedure for campus placement follows the following plan:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Placement Office sends out invitations to
companies/organizations along with relevant
information
The interested recruiters then register themselves
on the portal and fill in the Job Announcement
Form [JAF] containing details about the salary and
the other relevant details
If the recruiters are interested to conduct a Preplacement talk for the students, they can send in
the request along with the preferred dates
Afterwards, the Placement Team negotiates with
the companies on certain parameters in the JAF,
such as annual salary, bonds etc. The JAF is then
made available to the eligible students, along
with the relevant information
Interested and eligible (as per the criteria specified by the organisations) students show their
willingness to appear for the recruitment process of a company by signing its JAF online. The
verified resumes of all such students become
available to the organisation for downloading or
viewing through their placement account
Organisations can shortlist students and are also
requested to maintain a waitlist of students who
can be interviewed in the event of non-availability

of some of the shortlisted students
Placement Office allots dates for recruitment
procedure by considering factors like student
preferences, job profile etc. Organisations visit
the campus on the allotted date(s) to conduct
tests and/or interviews as per their process
8. The company/organisation is required to furnish
the final list of selected students in a sealed
envelope at the end of the assigned interview slot.
Organisations are also requested to maintain a
waitlist of students in case of non-availability of
some of the selected students
9. The Placement Office also coordinates the signing of offer letters by students who have been
selected to ensure that they reach the company/
organisation as early as possible
10. Companies start visiting our campus for Personal
Interviews from 1st December. This phase of
campus interviews goes on till 18th December
marking the end of Phase 1 of placement season.
881 students were placed this year in Phase 1
11. Phase 2 starts from the first week of January
and goes up till the end of June. The number of
companies interested in Phase 2 are considerably
lower than in Phase 1
7.

ground. The categories of those companies includes
companies that pay less, industries that don't pay
the highest money yet require actual engineering
and companies that are just not that well known.”

till day 2 4am. Then I had interviews starting from
8 am, so I barely had 3 hours of sleep which is not
a good thing when you are probably going to be
facing a whopping 8+8 hours of interviews.”

The current categorization done by the Placement
Team is based primarily on the remuneration
offered by the company. A victim of this policy are
core companies which may offer real engineering
jobs that can even betray prior expectations. An
alumnus placed in a well known multinational electronics firm which arrived after Day 5 writes:

As if this was not enough, companies also indulge
in unfair practices during the interview process
which only puts additional pressure on students.
MIT Career Development Centre, for instance, has a
specific warning for recruiters which reads:

“Expectations pre-placements: Core jobs are
very boring and we'll be put under incompetent
people back as freshers; no "Real" R&D in India.
Post-placements: No real distinction between
fresher and seasoned professional, quite a lot
of responsibility with both core and business
aspects of the company; working in a cross
functional team comprising of purchase, service,
marketing, operations and manufacturing and
not just R&D. We are developing very sophisticated life saving equipment."
A job cannot be judged only by the remuneration it offers and the reputation of the company.
Additional measures like taking anonymous feedback from IITB alumni working in these companies
can be done to gauge the profile, whether it is core
or non-core jobs. Perhaps, a relook is needed into
the way companies are perceived and categorized
during placement season.

A Conducive Atmosphere for Recruitment?
One of the primary beliefs of the career development
centre at MIT which takes care of on-campus recruiting over there is:

“We firmly believe that allowing students ample
time to make an informed decision about an offer is
in the best interest of both students and employers.”
This is infact one of the biggest challenges for the
current system at IITB where the enormous levels of
stress and time constraint exacts a heavy toll on an
average student. This is further compounded by the
fact that students have to sit for interviews for hours
at a stretch interspersed with very few hours of rest.
An alumnus recalls his experience,

“I had interviews in day 1 slot 2 which continued

“No special incentive should be held out to
induce early acceptance of an offer, nor should
a student be subjected to the terms of an exploding offer. The term "exploding offer" is used to
indicate a quick response time, reduction in
offer package, or any other practice that puts
unreasonable pressure on a student (same-day
or next-day second round interviews, abbreviated deadlines for accepting offers, and/or
exploding salary bonuses and offers). This type
of offer puts enormous levels of pressure on students to make decisions before they have fully
contemplated the commitment to your company.
Most students are not ready to make a final decision before completing all their interviews.”
When an average student has to make a decision
on his or her placements given the fact he has to
decide within a day, without adequate sleep and
with pressure mounting from companies, peers etc.,
there is no wonder the decision is questioned later.
We have conclusively failed to provide a conducive
atmosphere for the recruitment process.

Lack of Information
Pritish C., an alumnus who left his job at a prestigious
consulting firm to join IITB as a Research Assistant,
shares his story of a decision made due to lack of
knowledge and herd-mentality. He had initially
chosen to go into management consulting because
most of his ‘stud’ seniors went there. He says:

“The PPTs only showed a part of story and glorified the day-to-day work, if at all they mention
it. The job I was supposed to do never matched
my skill-set and expectation. Day-to-day work
was all mechanical, boring and not at all intellectually engaging. The average IITian, in my
opinion, can do that job decently enough while
still in X standard.”
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Pritish’s story raises a lot of questions on multiple fronts.
We try to answer these questions one after another.
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How reliable are PPTs on deciding which job profile is the best match?
Pre-placement talks endeavour to expose a student
to the company, the work they do and what can be
expected if you work for them. But, PPTs do not go
a very long way in helping a student make a very
informed decision and can even fill them with false
expectations of a particular job.

disclosure is not strictly enforced on all companies.
While a few companies prefer to mention the CTC
offered, others mention the gross component. Another
important cause of concern is the non-reporting of
performance linked incentives or the variable pay
of the CTC. Company coordinators should be firm
in asking organizations to inform them on what
performance level(or employee ratings) is the bonus
calculated on. An alumnus of the 2010 batch believes
that “this will go a long way in ensuring students
make a more informed choice.”

A recent IITB alumnus working in Eaton writes:

Potential Avenues for Placement Preparation

“ I feel the placement process should try to
inform the students what the job profile really is.
In the absence of such information, many people
just confuse what the company does (which they
talk about in the PPT) with what the employees
will be doing when they join the company.”
One thing to take away from this is that Preplacement Talks need to be viewed only from a limited
perspective keeping in mind that basing your decision
just on a PPT can be foolhardy, to say the least.

Are we well informed before taking a decision?
Certainly, a greater clarity is needed on the job profile
written in the JAF and all steps must be taken to make
it more informative. For instance, the salary information in a JAF is quite misleading and a uniform

SARC
The Student Alumni Relations Cell believes that it is possible to contact alumni for guidance sessions which can
act as a good resource for students going for placements.
When we approached the new SARC OC Tejas
Kolhe, this is what he had to say: “It is possible to
contact alumni for guidance sessions for placement
year students. Last year we held mock interviews
for the benefit of final year students and we would
certainly be working towards having more such
sessions. Previously, we have also worked with the
Career Cell in holding department core weekends
for all students in general. This is a new initiative which had begun in earnest only last year
and still is in its infancy. The possible problems in
implementing such events lies in finding the right

Who watches the Watchmen
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alumnus for talks related to placement fundae.”

Career Cell
The onus of guiding students to make better career decisions, in general, should in part be borne by the Career
Cell, which falls under the academic council. Dhanasree M, the
ex-ISAA Career Cell and the new GSAA-UG, informs us that even
though the career cell caters to all kinds of opportunities available
for students, helping students for placements is a definite priority.
This would be done in two ways: by holding career talks by alumni
with valuable industry experience and in the form of a career
assessment (psychometric test) for pre-final year students. As far
as the feasibility of the latter part is concerned, the proposal is still
under consideration and the challenge lies in finding the right
vendor/test which can help students going in for placements. As of
now, we can only hope that such a proposal is put into implementation as early as possible for the benefit of everyone.

Final Word
The placement season at IITB is definitely maddening with a
tremendous workload on the team to place all students. But,
this maddening rush to get placed is marked by stress, poor
judgment and a lack of information on the students side
which are attributes no placement team should be proud of.
The first step towards any solution is accepting the shortcomings and taking a step in the right direction.
This doesn’t mean that the blame lies squarely in the court
of the Placement Office. As students deciding their future
employers, the onus also lies on the students to actively seek
advice and avoid going into the season without a clear plan.

 AYUSH KANODIA, YASH TAMBAWALA

Loopholes in the Placement/Internship System

O

perational issues plague the Placement
and Internship Cell. Here, we look at a
few which persist on the student-end,
the company-end and even internally within the
organisation. While a few of them may be directly
visible to the students, others are equally pressing
even though seemingly innocuous. We talked to
the Placement Office web coordinator and a few
Placement Office members to get in their word on
these issues and possible solutions.

How Company Contacting Works ?
Contacting Companies
• The first step is identification and contacting
the HR departments of all companies that are
interested
• The source of this information is previous year’s
resources and individual efforts of the team
members
Opening the IAF
• Once companies agree to participate, the rules of
the process are shared with them and necessary
paper work is begun
• The Internship / Placement team, including student members, formulate the exact details of the
I/JAF(Internship/Job Application Form) such as
company category, opening and closing dates and
consequently the order in which companies declare
results. In the Placement Cell, an Executive Officer
decides on the company categories while this
doesn’t happen for the Internship Cell
• Importantly, the CPI intervals (some companies
have an upper cap), are decided independently by
the company, although the student team informally presses them make it as flexible as possible
Resume/SOP Forwarding & the Interview Process
• Once the signup deadline expires, the companies
access applicants’ resumes
• HRs access the resumes through the portal, but
this happens on few occasions in the internship
process. ICs often forward them manually as a
compressed, consolidated archive via the official
placement office ID
• Companies then take student interviews either

on-campus, telephonic or video based depending
on which process may suit them

Result Declaration
• After this, the ICs/CCs press the companies to
declare results
• The ICs attempt to bring the “better” (in demand)
companies results out first, so that allocation of
positions is optimal as possible

The team has viewership
and editing rights for
resumes, SOPs and other
application specifics with
PMs having the maximum access.
Things to be Looked Into
Issue: The team has viewership and editing rights
for resumes, SOPs and other application specifics
with PMs having the maximum access. This power
can be easily misused.
Explanation: The current web interface for the placement as well as internship portal has no facility to
block viewership. The placement office counts on the
integrity of the team.

Resume/SOP forwarding to companies is done by
ICs manually by sending an email via the common
training ID to company officials.
The web portal is cumbersome, unintuitive to use
especially for companies. They get fed up and ask
ICs to manually forward a consolidated version of
the resumes of all candidates.

Internship Cell Web Interface is not user-friendly
for students, companies, internship team and
ridden with bugs.
There is extensive workload on the web coordinator
for the placement cell who already has his hands full
dealing with placement activities.

Extensive workload on one web coordinator, leading to a poorly designed, under utilized portal.
As of today, only a single web-coordinator is
appointed for the entire placement office, handling
both internships and placements. The web-coordinator is a PG student who gets a stipend for this job.

Lack of supervision of conversations of team members with organisations. For instance, this year,
when a reputed Asian university offered internship
positions, it wanted to offer it to students of all
departments. However, the IC in contact opened it
only for his department. Subsequently, the truth
was uncovered during the presentation and steps
were taken to resolve the issue.
It is infeasible to monitor conversations, simply because
there are way too many of them. This incident was
probably a result of some miscommunication.

Possibilities
The one solution which is evident is the revamp of the
internship and placement portal. The dearth of manpower in the web team also needs attention. This can
be solved by including more members in the web team
of the Placement Office and with the merger of the
Placement and Internship Cell, a separate web coordinator for internship may be necessary. The placement
office should also consider appointing UG web coordinators, because as of last year, there was just one PG
coordinator eligible for the post. Another alternative
is outsourcing the development of this portal to a
professional agency, although the downside to this is a
significant recurring maintenance cost for the institute.
The portal design should disallow viewership of
all documents submitted by students, and resume
verification et al. can be carried out offline. Our suggestion is to have a facility on the portal to directly
mail the documents to companies without the need
to access the actual files and with inbuilt facilities to
archive or consolidate resumes/SOPs.
An honour code, which must be signed by every
team member of the placement office, can be
introduced, which can be considered as an official
guideline to determine the level of accountability of a
placement team member. 
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T

o ensure better connectivity several network
operators have set-up their radiation towers
within the institute. Currently, one can
find these towers at Tansa House, Hostel 14, Main
Building and the Chemical Department. Although
students complain of poor network coverage there’s
a flipside to this opinion, which a certain PAF
tried to showcase last year. It has been alleged by
several researchers, including some faculty at IIT
Bombay, that the high intensity radiation emitted
from network towers might be severely damaging
to humans. Through the course of this article we
unearth the major differences between the safety
norms of India from other countries and also how
safe are you at IITB specifically. As part of our
research we mapped the radiation intensity at several places in the campus, the results of which can
be seen in the map below.

What happens on a Radiation Tower?
Considering each tower houses several network
operators, the usual power emitted from an

are well within the limits enforced by the law.
individual tower is in the range of 300 Watts. In
the United States, the law stipulates that cellular
companies keep their power levels strictly under
control. In contrast, in India, the factor of safety
is forgone. Thus, it leaves the possibility for disastrous biological effects, due to long term exposure
to low level radiation even if there are little or no
short-term symptoms. Besides this, the cell towers
in India are much shorter than their counterparts
in the United States, thus increasing the chances of
plausible damage due to decreased distance from
the primary source.

India allows a radiation
density upto 4500 mW/m2
while Switzerland decrees
that the radiation levels
in its schools, apartments
and hospital areas cannot
exceed 42 mW/m2.
How is the situation at IIT Bombay?
The accompanying map depicts the readings taken
by InsIghT using an indigenous machine developed
by Prof. Girish Kumar, Electrical Engineering Dept.,
IITB. The part of the map in light cyan shows the
areas where radiation levels are within safe limits
while the dark cyan zone shows the areas where
radiation is in the caution zone.
These levels have been set according to Prof. Girish
Kumar’s analysis, based on norms set by ICNRIP
( International Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection)(1998), Bio-Initiative Report
(2007). These reports define norms for short term
exposure (under 6 mins/day) which have been
extrapolated by Prof. Kumar for 24/7 exposure.
These norms themselves can be considered insufficient as they only account for the thermal impact of
this radiation and not its non-thermal effects.
The readings are in coherence with the presence of
towers in various parts of the institute. The areas
surrounding the locations where a network tower
is present have been depicted as dark cyan which
confirms that the radiation level density is directly
related to the presence of a mobile tower in that area.
The number of towers on the top the Main Building
is high, due to which a large area around it seems to
be in the danger zone. The institute has tested the
radiation level around the towers and their readings
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But the norms laid down by our Government are
themselves extremely lax allowing for a radiation
density of 4500 mW/m2 while the Bio-initiative report
demands this number to be as low as 1 mW/m2 for
outdoor areas (limited exposure) and 0.1 mW/m2 for
indoor areas (continuous exposure). Switzerland
for example, decrees that the radiation levels in
its schools, apartments, hospital areas, etc. cannot
exceed 42 mW/m2. Prof. Kumar’s efforts over the last
couple of years have resulted in the Govt. of India
reducing the acceptable limit to 450 mW/m2 which,
while a large improvement over the previous standard, is still far from ideal.

Prof. Kumar’s efforts
over the last couple
of years have resulted
in the Govt. of India
reducing the acceptable limit to 450 mW/
m2 which, while a large
improvement over the
previous standard, is
still far from ideal.
What’s the way out of this?
Having understood the damages caused by radiation, the Bio-Sciences department professors have
installed shielding mechanisms in their offices.
A letter has been sent to the institute authorities
requesting them to shift the network towers somewhere far. The authorities are looking into the matter
and are planning to have a single tower near the
Main Building and set up network boosters around
the institute. To ensure a safe environment around
us, it is absolutely imperative that we have more
low-power network towers as opposed to status
quo. As of today, there are 0.5 million towers in the
country. We may need another 0.5 million towers if
the power levels are reduced. Each tower costs would
cost around Rs. 1.5 million, which will require a total
investment of Rs. 750 billion. To avoid this cost, several network providers have been resisting stricter
norms. However, Prof. Kumar calculates that this
cost can be recovered in 3 years by a 5p/min hike in
the tariff rates. 

From the Editors' desk
Insight Reader - a first for any student media body in the
country, we launched a social media reader on Facebook this
semester. With over 2500 users as of now this app is a huge
success. Find the link to the app on our Facebook page.
With this edition of InsIghT, we bid adieu to you in our role
as Chief Editors. It has been a deep privilege and honour
to serve you for the last one year. Through the quality
feedback provided by you guys and with the help of an
amazing team, we have striven to shape InsIghT into what
you see it today. We sincerely hope that this connection
which InsIghT shares with its readers will only strengthen in
the years to come. With a fully revamped website and our
own Facebook reader, we believe that we will be able to
better connect with more students in the years to come.
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